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for 100% Passing MB2-716 Exam[21-30
2017 New Exams: MB2-716 Dumps with VCE and PDF Released Today!Free Instant Download MB2-716 PDF and MB2-716
VCE from www.Braindump2go.com Today! 100% Real Exam Questions! 100% Exam Pass Guaranteed! 1.|2017 New Version
MB2-716 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 105Q&As Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/mb2-716.html 2.|2017 New Version
MB2-716 Exam Questions & Answers Download:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNYnFEdEtFMUNFRVE?usp=sharing QUESTION 21You are configuring
auditing for Microsoft Dynamics 365. Which two operations can you audit? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. A.
Create, update, and delete records.B. Create an association between records.C. Retrieve records.D. Export records. Answer:
BD QUESTION 22You administer a Microsoft Dynamics 365 environment for a company. You need to prevent one specific
employee from synchronizing data by using Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Outlook without preventing the employee from using
Microsoft Dynamics 365 tor Outlook.What should you do? A. Set the Web Mail Merge settings to None Selected for the
individual's security role.B. Set the Sync to Outlook settings to None Selected for the individual's security role.C. Set the
Dynamics 365 Address Book settings to None Selected for the individual's security role.D. Set the Use Dynamics 365 App for
Outlook to None Selected for the individual's security role. Answer: A QUESTION 23You need to install the Microsoft Dynamics
365 App for Outlook on your device. What should you do? A. In Settings, open Apps for Dynamics 365.B. Add your user name
to the Microsoft Dynamics 365 App for Outlook eligible user list.C. Enable the option to automatically add the app to Outlook.D.
Download and install the app from Microsoft AppSource. Answer: C QUESTION 24You need to provide users that have the Sales
manager security role access to multiple business process flows (BPFs). Which two statements regarding role driven BPFs are true?
A. Users can select a default BPF for all records.B. If a user does not have access to the current process that is applied to a
record, options will be disabled.C. Set Order defines the order in which BPFs are viewed.D. You must use teams to control
which groups of users have access to a BPF. Answer: A QUESTION 25You need to create a process that prompts users with
questions and captures their answers. Which process type should you use? A. business ruleB. dialogC. custom actionD.
background workflow Answer: D QUESTION 26What is the total number of If-Else conditions that you can add to a business rule?
A. 5B. 7C. 10D. 15 Answer: A QUESTION 27You need to create a business rule for the account entity that runs both client
and server side. Which business rule scope should you use? A. All FormsB. AccountC. Account for Interactive ExperienceD.
Entity Answer: D QUESTION 28Which three statements regarding actions are true? Each correct answer presents a complete
solution. A. Actions can be invoked from a custom client application that uses Microsoft Dynamics 365B. Actions can be
invoked from JavaScript within the application.C. Actions must always be associated with a specified entity.D. Actions require
some coding to enable invocation from a workflow or dialog.E. You can invoke actions from a workflow or dialog without writing
code. Answer: ABE QUESTION 29Which three actions can you add to a workflow? Each correct answer presents part of the
solution. A. Create RecordB. Share RecordC. Update RecordD. Assign RecordE. Delete Record Answer: ACD
QUESTION 30Which two features are only available for real-time workflows? A. Start before a record is created.B. Wait six
hours before executing the next step.C. Start before a record is assigned.D. Run as the user who made changes to the record.
Answer: AD !!!RECOMMEND!!! 1.|2017 New Version MB2-716 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 105Q&As Download:
http://www.braindump2go.com/mb2-716.html 2.|2017 New Version MB2-716 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video:
YouTube.com/watch?v=D28H_RYvppw
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